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BlhTGH~4,I.I Pi4RAMETERS FOR FLUIDIZED EECTA SPREADING ON MARS 
MARTIAN VOLATILES. B.A.Ivanov and A.V.Pogoretslty, Institute for Dynamics of 
Geospheres, Russian 4cademy of Sciences, keninsky Prospect 38-6, Moscov:, Russia 117939. 

Summsry. We estimate Martian ejecta flow parameters, comparing the horizontal ejecta motion 
after ballistic deposition with the motion of terrestrial flows of the known nature (rock 
avalanches, lahars, debris and pyroclastic flows). The ejecta flow rheology is approximated with 
the Bingham law. The ejecta spreading is measured as the ratio of the outer ejecta blanket radius, 
Rm,, to the transient cavity radius, Rt. For typical values of Rmi/Rt from 3 to 6, estimated 
Bingham parameters of the ejecta correspond occupy the parameter's field just between dry rock 
avalanches and water-saturated debris flows on Earth. Whlle the model will be more advanced, 
such a comparison seems to allow a quantitative measure of volatile content and their physical 
nature from Viking imagery. 

The presence of fluidized ejecta blankets around Martian impact craters is widely used to map 
volatiles content at the upper layer of the crust [I]. The common point of view is: as crater 
diameter increases above a critical diameter Dcrit (from 2 km to 5 ltm depending of location) 
more volatile-reach material is incorporated in ejecta increasing the bulk ejecta mobility after 
deposition. To make this model more informative one needs to answer many questions such as: 
(1) How impact cratering changes the phase state of volatile-rich material, VRM, (for example, 
how far from the point of impact ground ice can be melted)? (2) How much VRR.1 of a different 
possible nature one needs to increase the ejecta mobility? (3) 3. How to estimate mechanical 
properties of flowing ejecta after ballistic deposition? Answers for these (and many additional) 
questions promise the better way to estimate quantitatively the content of volatiles near the 
Martian surface. 

To study the problem we use 3 approaches: (i) the direct theoretical modeling of shock 
waves in rock-ice mixtures, (ii) the computer simulation of the surface flow of ejecta, and (iii) the 
searching of observational restriction for our model parameters at the Viking imagery. Here we 
present our current results for the simulation of the surface flow of ejecta. First results for the 
third approach are published elsewhere [2]. 

The objective of the presented work is to estimate ejecta flow parameters, comparing the 
ejecta motion with terrestrial flows of the known nature (rock avalanches, lahars, debris and 
pyroclastic flows). We used the Z-model of cratering to estimate ejecta ballistic transportation and 
deposition and the Binhgham rheology to compute the following ejecta flow with the computer 
code. 

Using the Z-model-derived ejecta vertical profile and initial horizontal velocity just after 
deposition we calculated the ejecta runout for various Bingham parameters taken as the ratio of 
cohesion to density, zg/p, and dynamic viscosity, v g  . The runout is measured as a ratio of the 
outer radius of the ejecta blanket to the transient crater radius RmEt  . The model cannot predict 
values of zg/p and vg separately, but provides a combination of these values for a given Rm/Rt 
ratio. Fig. 1 compares the range of possible zg/p and c~ values for a set of RmiRt values with 
published estimates of Bingham parameters for terrestrial dry rock avalanches (1) [3,4,5], wet and 
water saturated debris flows (2-4) [6,7,8], and pyroclastic flows (5) [3,9]. Solid and dashed 
curves of equal RmRt show computed data for Martian craters of 5 and 25 km in diameter. 
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Conclusion. The typical values of fluidized ejecta runout, R,/Rt, from 3 to 6 correspond to the 
Binham parameter's field just between dry rock avalanches and water-saturated debris flows on 
Earth. The result gives a support to the hypothesis of the ejecta mobility resulted from an 
incorporation of volatile-rich material into ejecta. While the model will be more advanced, such a 
comparison seems to allow more quantitative evaluation of the volatile content and their physical 
state from Viking imagery. 
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Fig. 1. conc'a1.e cun.es sliow the Bingliam \.iscosity. . (B . versus Bingham cohesion. ~ d p ,  for gi\.en ejecta nlnouts. 
Rnl/Rt . equal 3. 4. and 6 for Martian cratsrs with dianleters 5 knl (solid cunes) and 25 b n  (dashed cunes). 
Compare these iilodel results with estimated Bingham parameters for terrestrial roclc a1,alanches (1). lahars and 
debris flows (2-4) and pyroclastic flows. 
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